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? 1? 1? 12? ?? A 34′20′′ 20′16′′ 5′48′′ 10′43′′ 28′00′′ .590 .169 .312 .816
1? 20? ?? B 44′30′′ 23′17′′ 6′40′′ 8′30′′ 33′15′′ .523 .150 .191 .747
2? 30? ?? A 38′18′′ 24′30′′ 6′10′′ 8′15′′ 32′20′′ .640 .161 .215 .844
? 2? 2? 10? ?? B 33′03′′ 19′55′′ 4′18′′ 14′35′′ 25′05′′ .603 .130 .441 .759
2? 20? ?? A 40′05′′ 23′15′′ 8′16′′ 6′50′′ 34′45′′ .580 .206 .170 .867
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? 1? 1? 12? ?? A 34′20′′ 20′16′′ 5′48′′ 10′43′′ 28′00′′ .590 .169 .312 .816
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??? EAP post.sd ?? ??
? 1? 0.291 0.057 0.177 0.402
? 2? 0.313 0.063 0.191 0.438
Table 3.3 ????????????????????
95% ????
?? EAP post.sd ?? ??
A 0.258 0.066 0.134 0.391




?????????? Figure 3.3??????????? Figure 3.4 ????????
?????????? (2016)?????Rstan(Stan Development Team, 2016)???
??? 21,000????????? 5????????????? 1,000???????
???????????? 20,000????????????????????????
???????? Table 3.4, 3.5?????????? Table 3.8, 3.9????????
???? 1?2???????????????????????????? Table3.6,
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???? 98.3%??????????????????????????? 2??? 33
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??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
(b) ? 2?
Figure 3.3 ????????????????????????
Table 3.4 ??????????????? 1??
95% ????
?????? EAP post.sd ?? ??
p1(12?) 0.857 0.090 0.638 0.981
p2(20?) 0.590 0.103 0.383 0.781
p3(30?) 0.562 0.086 0.392 0.728
Table 3.5 ??????????????? 2??
95% ????
?????? EAP post.sd ?? ??
p1(10?) 0.750 0.120 0.481 0.940
p2(20?) 0.682 0.097 0.479 0.853
p3(33?) 0.571 0.082 0.408 0.728
Table 3.6 ? i??????? j ????????????????? 1??
p1 p2 p3
p1(12?) 0.000 0.968 0.983
p2(20?) 0.032 0.000 0.583
p3(30?) 0.017 0.417 0.000
? 3???? 15
Table 3.7 ? i??????? j ????????????????? 2??
p1 p2 p3
p1(10?) 0.000 0.684 0.884
p2(20?) 0.316 0.000 0.807



















??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
(b) ?? B
Figure 3.4 ???????????????????????
Table 3.8 ???????????????? A?
95% ????
?????? EAP post.sd ?? ??
p1(12?) 0.857 0.091 0.639 0.981
p2(20?) 0.682 0.097 0.478 0.853
p3(30?) 0.563 0.086 0.392 0.728
Table 3.9 ??????????????? B?
95% ????
?????? EAP post.sd ?? ??
p1(10?) 0.750 0.120 0.482 0.939
p2(20?) 0.591 0.102 0.383 0.782
p3(33?) 0.571 0.083 0.407 0.729
16 ? 3????
Table 3.10 ? i??????? j ?????????????????? A?
p1 p2 p3
p1(12?) 0.000 0.906 0.983
p2(20?) 0.094 0.000 0.818
p3(30?) 0.017 0.182 0.000
Table 3.11 ? i??????? j ?????????????????? B?
p1 p2 p3
p1(10?) 0.000 0.841 0.884
p2(20?) 0.159 0.000 0.562
p3(33?) 0.116 0.438 0.000
????? 1??? 2?????????????????????????????






??? ?????? ???? ?? ???? ??? ???
? 1? 12? A 2.75 2.26 0 7
20? B 0.95 0.94 0 3
30? A 1.27 1.57 0 6
? 2? 10? B 1.70 1.42 0 4
20? A 1.55 1.39 0 5
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